the results of this experiment A=use/ebs= (1. 0&0.2) )&10" sec ' if the limits placed on. Pi' r-rl' are taken seriously. This assumes the radius of the mesonic Bohr orbit b=2.2&(10 " cm and that tis --8X10' cm/sec; o'e = (8ir/9k') (tie/ri) (pis -cr s)'. Panofsky's experiment shows that this capture rate should equal the capture rate for the competing process p(w, y)n.
A test body of "bare charge" qo polarizes the vacuum, surrounding itself by a neutral cloud of electrons and positrons; some of these, with a net charge bq, of the same sign as qo, escape to in6nity, leaving a net charge -bq in the part of the cloud which is closely bound to the test body (within a distance 5/mc). If we observe the body from a distance much greater than 5/mc, we see an effective charge q equal to (qs -bq) , the renormalized charge. However, as we inspect more closely and penetrate through the cloud to the core of the test body, the charge that we see inside approaches the bare charge qo, concentrated in a point at the center. It is clear, then, that the potential V(r), in Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), must approach qsqs'/4rr as r approaches zero. Thus, using In this paper we shall be mainly concerned with quantum electrodynamics, simply because gauge invariance and charge conservation simplify the calculations to a considerable extent. Actually, our considerations apply to any renormalizable 6eld theory, and we shall from time to time indicate the form they would take in meson theory.
where the individual terms in the series diverge logarithmically in a familiar way. The occurrence of these logarithmic divergences will play an important role in our work.
Such divergences occur in quantum electrodynamics whenever observable quantities are expressed in terms s J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 75, 651 (1949 We see from (2.5) and (2.6) that a virtual photon propagates like a particle with a probability distribution of virtual masses. In Dp~, the distribution is not normalized, but in the unrenormalized propagation function DI; =Z3DI:~the probabilities are normalized to 1. Thus, if we calculate Sg'(p) using a Feynman cutoff with X'»lp'l and X'))m' and drop terms that approach zero as X' approaches infinity, we must And a relation similar to (2.7):
where the finite function Sgg has remained unchanged by the cut-off process, while the infinite constant Z& has been converted to the finite quantity 2'», which is a function of X'/re' (The. reader who is not impressed with the rigor of these arguments should refer to the next section, where a more satisfactory cut-oG procedure is introduced. )
Calculation to the erst few orders in the coupling constant indicates that s2q has the form X'y s,~=1+e,'I a,+b, ln-
The propagation function Spz may also be calculated to fourth order in ei, for l p'l))te' it has the form DFc(P') =D~(p') = 1/(P' gp)-(3.1)
provides an ultraviolet cutoff for every integral, while p provides an infrared cutoG.
Let us now make use of the remarkable cancellations that we have discussed, but in such a way that we do not rely on the specific forms of (3.4) and (3.5), for which we have so far claimed no validity beyond fourth order in ei. We shall consider the asymptotic region X')) I p'I ))m2. We may write
(3.6) (3.7) Equation (3.3) then implies the following functional equation:
The functional equation has the general solution" The starting point of Ward's method of renormalization is a set of four integral equations derived by summing Feynman diagrams. The equations involve four functions: Sp'(p), D~'(k), the vertex operator I'"(pr, ps), and a function W"(k) defined by (4.1)
Two of the equations are trivial, following from (4.1) (3.14) and (3.17), respectively:
'&p t.ms) "J. 
The factor of one-third arises in (4.5) because we are interested only in the coefficient of 8"zin the tensor
The heavy lines and dots have been drawn as a reminder that the complete 5~', DJ, ", and F"areto be inserted.
The symbols A"and T"aresimply a convenient shorthand for the sum of all the integrals occurring on the right in (4.4) and (4.5), respectively.
The properties of (4.4) and (4.5) that are crucial for the possibility of renormalization are the following:
(i) All divergences that occur in the power series solution of the equations are logarithmic divergences.
(W" is actually formally linearly divergent but on grounds of covariance the linear divergence will vanish. )
(ii) In (4.4), each terms with coefFicient (eo')" conexactly eD+' functions and contains one more F"func- Here A and T stands for the series of integrals on the right-hand side of (4.4) and (4.5) calculated 2//ith the cut og fencti o22-$.
We note that the photon functions are independent of X'. This is of course due to the fact that Z2 cancels out in calculating these functions. Furthermore, and S"(p)=.
"(p), We obtain the conventional renormalization theory by setting X=0, ) '= its, so that Equations (4.13) and (4.14) are now very useful. Using them together with (4.7)", (4.9)", (4.10)", and the definitions (4.15), (4.16), we find: 5 7 infinite, and the singularity at the center of the charge distribution is stronger than the 8 function that corresponds to a finite point charge. This is the result indicated by perturbation theory.
(b) If, as k'/m' -+~, FQk'/m') approaches a finite limit, then ep equals that limit, which is iedePetidee1 of eke salpie of eP. The singularity at the center of the effective charge distribution is then a 5 function with a strength corresponding to a finite bare charge eo.
We shall return, at the end of this section, to the discussion of cases (a) For the actual value of the coupling constant in quantum electrodynamics, q(eP) is presumably well approximated by e~' and need not concern us very much.
The crucial function is f(x), which is given by (5.11) for very small x but is needed for large x in order to determine the behavior of the propagation function at very high momenta and to resolve the question of the finiteness of the bare charge.
We can restate, in terms of the properties of P, the two possibilities (a) and (b) for the behavior of the theory at high momenta:
(a) The integral J'dx/g (x) in (5.9) does not diverge until the upper limit reaches +~. In that case ln(k'/m') =+po corresponds to ePdo(k'/mP, eP) =+~and the bare coupling constant epP/4n. is infinite.
(b) For some finite value xp of the upper limit. , J'*Pdx/1t (x) diverges; for this to happen, f(x) must come down to zero at x=xp. 
Before substituting these expressions into the formula for S~', let us ma%.e use of the relations 1 " dpo exp( -ippt) e p -pM+ (p'+M')'* 2ni"
Here~is a positive infinitesimal quantity.
We may now rewrite (A.3) as follows: (A.6) and
The space-time dependence of the matrix elements in (A.2) is determined by the energy and momentum eigenvalues of the 0"s and so we have, for xo &y(}, 
imp M+i ePd~(k2/m2 g 2) P((k2/m2)y(g 2))
Substituting (8.8) into (5.5), we obtain e2'= P((A'/m')y(e '))
Using (8.8) and (8.9) we find Except in trivial cases we may invert the function g and put (8 2) Differentiating both sides of (8.14) with respect to ln(k'/I~'), we have x= k(g, ep), y= k(g', ep).
(8.4) ' We would like to thank Dr. T. D. Lee The representation (8.26) may easily be compared with the double series in ep and ln (k'/m') obtained from perturbation theory. We see that when ln(k'/m') is set equal to 0 we obtain for the right-hand side just q(ep), so that the perturbation theory gives a power series expansion for q(eP). So far our discussion has been confined to the photon propagation function. We must now solve the func- (8.28)
where P is the same function as before and q(ep) = F(4 (ep) ).
A comparison of (8.24) and (8.14) shows that the functional dependence of ePde on k'/m' and q(eP) is the se(P2/m2 eP) g (e12)+(P2/m2$(e 2)) ( 8 29) Since the quotient on the right-hand side of (5.3) de-(8 25) pends on its arguments only through (p'/m')p(ep) and p."/m')p(ep), we must have
